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The View From Abroad 

We British, we Europeans, are fascinated by America. We 
admire. We envy. We dislike. And we are, from time to 
time, disturbed. The American experience has enthralled 
us for three hundred years, and the prospect of America 
remains as intriguing as ever. Americans, after all, are the 
people we might have been. Our ancestors happened to 
remain in Europe; their brothers, cousins, and neighbours 
crossed the sea to invent and develop a nation. Thus, when 
we look at America we see versions of ourselves, trans- 
ported to another existence, a people similar yet perplex- 
ingly different. 

Naturally, American politics is an element in our fas- 
cination. The election of an American president is a matter 
of profound importance to us, and we follow presidential 
campaigns with earnest interest. 

On the whole we think Americans gluttons for punish- 
ment for enduring so long an election process. We think 
we’re a bit smarter. In Britain a general election is called- 
and three weeks later a new government is in. We are a 
very political people, rather more than Americans are if 
voting figures are a guide, but we do not see the point of 
heaping our plates with politics. Of course, all Europeans 
know that big helpings are part of America, and that Amer- 
ican books, bank lines, and legal actions, as well as elec- 
tions, are very long. Still, we respect your democratic 
rituals and we know the electoral process is, in part, a 
gruelling, annealing, Darwinian one. 

The 1980 election and incumbency of Ronald Reagan 
reminded the British of the differences between their po- 
litical system and the American. In Britain and in much 
of Europe there is a tradition of the professional politician, 
of men and women who enter national politics at a rela- 
tively early age-and who do not need to be financially 
well-breeched. By the time they reach the upper layers 
they are experienced, well-travelled, knowledgeable, and, 
with any luck, astute. Thus, the arrival of Ronald Reagan, 
actor and genial television host, at the helm of the greatest 
democracy was a jolt. His credentials seemed meaFe. We 
knew that the governorship of a large state was a royal 
road to power; all the same, Mr. Reagan had entered pol- 
itics fairly late, had not much knowledge of the world, 
was not known for an inquiring mind, and seemed set in 
his ways. 

The establishment of the Reagan administration was 
roughly coincidental with that ofconservative governments 
elsewhere in the West. Mr. Reagan and Mrs. Thatcher 
were in general accord on political and economic man- 
agement. on the conservative way. on defence, on private 
enterprise. on welfare. the acceptance of high unemploy- 
ment, and so on. Thus, those on the Right who knew 
something of Mr. Reagan’s ideology and economic ideas 
welcomed his election as a component of a new order. 
Mrs. Thatcher was already the Iron Lady for “standing up 
to the Russians.“ n!:. Reagan, we noted, wanted to be 
seen as no less tough. His attitude. and his actions on 
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building up arms, pleased some; but many Europeans have 
observed with dismay that his rhetoric contributed to the 
decline in East-West relationships, a notable feature and 
failure of his presidency. The fact is that Mr. Reagan 
frightens many in Europe who feel very much in the front 
line. He is regarded as bellicose, cartooned as a gun-toting 
cowboy, and is widely seen as not at all a thoughtful or 
creative man. 

Mr. Reagan, it seems to me, benefited from the Amer- 
ican people’s evident desire that their monarchic institu- 
tion, the presidency, should be renovated after the years 
in which it was stained by Vietnam, the criminal White 
House, the hostages. What has become clearer during the 
election campaign is the extent to which the presidency is 
symbolic, an element in the American people’s self-re- 
spect, embodying the way people feel about themselves. 
Hence the so-called Teflon factor. Americans have had 
enough of the presidency seeming dirtied, doubting, dif- 
ficult. The buck has never stopped at Mr. Reagan’s desk 
because the people want him to be a monarch, above it 
all. They do not want him to take responsibility: and this 
is because, in their present mood, they do not want to take 
responsibility themselves. 

We have seen a people rather pleased with themselves, 
enjoying the view of their own navel. The mainstream of 
Americans have been having a good time. And Mr. Reagan 
is a good-time president. He represents champagne, while 
Mr. Mondale seemed to offer something plainer. Even the 
Olympic Games became part of the American mood which 
Mr. Reagan embodies, success piled on success. The rich 
diet of American partisanship, with sickly sauces of sen- 
timent, filled European television screens, leaving millions 
queasy. In Britain and elsewhere the monarchy is the focus 
of those mysterious, powerful, and volatile feelings that 
are grouped under the word “patriotism.” The monarchy 
is a healthy lightning conductor, leaving politicians free 
to get on with their trade. In the United States the president 
has to be both king and ruler. 

With the rise of “patriotism,” that most treacherous and 
malleable of emotions, and the tide of unloving and spiteful 
fundamentalism, we are seeing a certain ugliness. There 
is an edge of chauvinism. Truly patriotic and self-confident 
people do not need to be boosted by bunting. 

The election campaign has been instructive. I t  has re- 
minded us of America’s heterogeneity, the candidates hav- 
ing to take great care to attend to all the groupings: Italians, 
Jews, Irish, women, blacks, Hispanics. And its vast size, 
always difficult for people from small countries to com- 
prehend. And its violent nature-all those anxious secret 
service men. 

Europeans have seen Mr. Reagan projected as a leader, 
yet gagged by courtiers afraid of allowing him to speak. 
Thus he has seemed not so much a leader as a prisoner or 
a puppet. We have mawelled again at the power of tele- 
vision and the importance of manipulated images in the 
conduct of the nation’s business, perhaps hecause we sus- 
pect that what is practised here today may be practised 
with us tomorrow, to our undoubted loss. 
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